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Greek Symbols
+Ad)
= core void fraction, Ag/ (Ag
interfacial shear stress parameter, defined by
equation (2)
e = fraction of total flow flowing as entrained liquid
5;8 + = film thickness; p , 5 « * / ^ ,
<5C;5C+ = wave crests thickness, p,bcu*/iii
5,;o(+ = continuous liquid layer thickness; p,5,«*/fi,
e
m>eh
— turbulent diffusivities for m o m e n t u m and heat
ii;v = viscosity, n/p
p = density
a = surface tension
T
= shear stress
Subscripts
ac

0 =

c
d
eff
g
i
I
sat
w
wl

Heat Transfer in an Annular Two-Phase Flow
F. Dobran I
Nomenclature

A = flow cross-sectional area, wD1/4
Bo = buoyancy number, 1 -pglp,
Ca = capillary number, fij/(piDa)
parameter, mdIAp,uc
cE = entrainment
specific
heat
at constant pressure
=
c
D\D+ P = tube internal diameter, p,Z>w V/x,
E = fraction of the total liquid flow which is entrained
f = friction factor
g = gravitational constant
G = mass flux
h = heat transfer coefficient
k = thermal conductivity
m = mass flow rate
3
N, = two-phase Grashof number, (gZ) p,(p,—
Nu 6 = Nusselt number, hb/kt
P = pressure
Pr = Prandtl number, \t.Cplk
=
effective Prandtl number for the wavy layer
Pr ef f
region of the film, ju.eff/p,eeff
=
turbulent Prandtl number for the continuous layer
Pr/,
region of the liquid film, e,„/eh
q = heat flux
Re c = Reynolds number, ucpcDI\>.g
Re, = film Reynolds number, 4W+
S = entrainment parameter, T,5/a
T;T+
= temperature; Cplptu*(Tw - T)/qw
u;uc = axial film velocity; superficial gas velocity,
Acug/A
u* = shear velocity, ( W„ \/PI)VI
u + = dimensionless film velocity, u/u*
W+ = dimensionless film flow-rate,

u + dy + =Re,/4
We = Weber number,
y;y

pau2cD / Bo
( —
)
\l-Bo/

x = quality
= distance from the tube wall; piU*y/ix,
z = distance along the tube

+
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=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

pertains to the core
pertains to liquid droplets in the core
effective
pertains to the gas phase
liquid film-gas core interface
pertains to the liquid phase
saturation value
wall
pertains to the wavy layer

Introduction

The two-phase vertical annular flow pattern occurs in many
situations of practical interest and consists of a liquid film
adjacent to the channel wall and a core which consists of
liquid droplets entrained in the gas phase. The interface
between the liquid film and the dispersed core region is
covered by a complex system of waves, and the wave structure
depends on the volumetric fluxes of the two phases [1-3]. This
rather complex flow pattern has been under investigation for
many years and little progress has been achieved in its
analytical modeling.
In modeling of the liquid film, it has been a common
practice to assume that the turbulence structure in the film is
identical to the structure of a single-phase turbulent pipe flow
at the equivalent distances from the pipe wall; and the effects
of waves on the hydrodynamic and heat transfer processes are
neglected [4]. It is possible that this assumption in turbulence
modeling of the liquid film is responsible for considerable
overprediction of heat transfer rate across the liquid film [4,
5]. The experimental data in [2, 3, 6] show that the liquid film
consists of a continuous liquid layer region close to the tube
wall and of a wavy layer region close to the liquid filmdispersed core interface. Based on the experimental data of
Ueda and Tanaka [2], Ueda and Nose [3], and Chien and Ibele
[6], Dobran [7] has deduced an effective wavy layer region
diffusivity and integrated the two-layer liquid film structure
into an annular flow model for the prediction of
hydrodynamics and heat transfer rate. The resulting two-layer
liquid film hydrodynamic and heat transfer model gives lower
rates of heat transfer than the single-layer model in which the
turbulence is assumed to be identical to the single-phase
turbulent pipe flow. At equivalent distances from the channel
wall, the new model also gives lower values for effective
turbulence diffusivities than the single liquid layer model.
In this paper, the results from the further development of
the annular two-phase flow model with heat transfer are
presented by accounting in the model for the entrainment of
liquid droplets in the gas phase. It is shown that the effect of
entrainment on the hydrodynamics and heat transfer can be
significant and that the entrainment correlations should be
used with caution, especially if they were developed on a basis
of particular annular flow model.
2 Hydrodynamic and Heat Transfer Model
2.1 Hydrodynamics. An annular-dispersed two-phase
Transactions of the ASM E
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velocity profile in the continuous liquid layer region of the
film to yield the liquid film flow rate, i.e.,
f5+
=
J
u + dy+ = W+(b + ) + {b+-b}
e
4

Re,

LIQUID FILM

r
)[«> ( 5 / )

+ — -[-(> - £ ) ^ ] }
\

•^-GAS CORE WITH
/ / ENTRAINED
% LIQUID
V, DROPLETS

m

U, / iv/

where Re, is the liquid film Reynolds number and u + (5,+) and
W+ (8+) are given in [7].
2.2 Heat Transfer. The heat flux rate in the film can be
expressed by the usual equation
AT

q=-(kl

+ plCpleh) —
dy
and can be nondimensionalized as follows:

Fig. 1 An annular-dispersed, two-phase flow pattern

flow pattern in a vertical tube in upflow is illustrated in Fig. 1.
It consists of a liquid film adjacent to the tube wall and of a
gas core with entrained liquid droplets. The average film
thickness is represented by 8; 8, is the continuous liquid layer
thickness; and 8 c - 8 , is the wavy layer thickness. By
eliminating the pressure gradient between the onedimensional form of momentum equations for a two-phase
mixture and for the liquid film, assuming that the liquid film
momentum equation adequately represents the state of the
film in the entire (continuous and wavy layer) thickness 5,
neglecting the liquid and gas core inertia effects and
momentum transport through the liquid film-core interface,
and by assuming that the core consists of a homogeneous
mixture of gas and liquid droplets, it is possible to derive the
following equation [7, 8]
TV?
£>+ / D + i

C

V

-1=0
Bo CD

,/

25+\

(1)

where the interfacial shear parameter /? is defined as follows

0=-

IT, I

(D'1

_ r,

ig 2 (p ; -p>n i / 3

Bo 1

(2)

The two-layer liquid film structure enters into the
hydrodynamic model through a correlation for the continuous liquid layer thickness
A . = 140 TV?-433 Re- 1 - 35

(3)

an effective momentum diffusivity for the wavy layer
( M )

i

e,„ \

dv+ Vp r ,

Pr„

v, )

=

ar+ //x ef A

1

dv+ \ ix,
u, /) Preff

S.

q

(9)

where Pr, = \x,Cpllk[ is the molecular Prandtl number, Pr„
= e,„/e,, is the turbulent Prandtl number, Preff = ine((/pitM is
the effective Prandtl number and e,„ and eh are turbulent
momentum and heat diffusivities, respectively. The turbulent
momentum diffusivities follow from the development in
section 2.1 and are given in [9], Also, by neglecting the
convective energy transport along the liquid film, it is possible
to set q/qw = 1 in equation (9) and integrate this equation
from y+ = 0 to y+ < <5+ to obtain the temperature
distribution in the liquid film [9].
Using equation (13) in the definition of Nusselt number, we
thus obtain ,
Pr,S^
9w8
(10)
(Tw-T(b))k,
T+(8 + )
Notice that in the wavy layer region of the liquid film, the
heat transfer process is represented by an effective diffusivity
and is not split into viscous and turbulent parts as in the
continuous liquid layer region. The reason for this is that the
diffusivity represented by equation (4) represents the turbulent state of a two-phase mixture, and a split into viscous
and turbulent parts as in a single phase flow situation does not
appear to be physically realistic.
The hydrodynamic and heat transfer models described
above are not complete until specifications for Re c , ac, and (3
are made. These specifications are, therefore, considered
next.
NIL,--

Af4/3
l/3

dT+ / i

(8)

= l + l.6xl0-3(«+-«,+)1-»

2.3 Closure of the Hydrodynamic and Heat Transfer
Model. The core void fraction ac of a homogeneous annular-dispersed flow can be expressed as follows [10]
1

(4)

(11)

M;

and the assumption that in the continuous layer region the
turbulent velocity profile (or turbulence structure) is identical
to the universal velocity profile of single phase flow [7]. For
thin liquid films, the turbulent momentum equation may be
written as
=1

V

T.J b

+

(5)

and utilizing
du

(6)

it is possible to combine these equations with the universal
Journal of Heat Transfer

l+(l-Bo)whereas the core Reynolds number Rec. follows from the
definition, i.e.,
Re r =

ucpcD

>H)

xGD{

tig

V

x/

(12)

/*«

where G is the total mass flux and pc is the homogeneous
density in the core, i.e.,
pc = acpg+(l-ac)p,

(13)
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The interfacial friction parameter j3 can be expressed in
terms of the pressure gradient, or if this is not available, in
terms of the interfacial roughness correlation [4, 11].
Neglecting the inertia effect in the core and the momentum
transfer through the liquid film-core interface, the pressure
gradient becomes

- f = 2^+gpc
dz

1

1

1

1

/// ''//>/ /

UPFLOW ANALYSIS
N|=I5,000, Bo-.999
/ i | / / i g > 5 3 , Co-4.6xlO '

LOCUS OF

ENTRAINMENT MO0EL
ISHII 8 MISHIMA (I9S2)
WHALLEY 8 HEWITT (I97S)
cr c .|

(14)

^__-J/"

5

fi'ZO-y,

13 =

4 Bo 2

y°
•[(l-af) + ac(l-Bo)U

< / / /
%

vLM/
'Jjpyf'-IS'SO
2^/3=75

2
Combining equations (2), (13), and (14) yields
dP
dz

/ t ^ /

• ^

AIR-WATER DATA; .IIMPo
UEOA 5 NOSE <I974)
D=.0288m (N|-I5,000)
/3«I0
20
30
50
75

(15)

Pig
i

When the pressure gradient is not available, the parameter /3
can be expressed in terms of an interfacial roughness
correlation [4, 11]. This correlation supplies the interfacial
friction factor/, in the equation
Ti=^fiPcUc

i

i

i

i

I

£'=tanh|7.25xl0~7We1-25^—-J

• = 1 — ar

(19)

NY* s-<

(20)
Ca
Bo 1/3 Z?"1
The parameter Ca is the capillary number and represents a
ratio of viscous to surface tension forces. It is important to
note that Whalley's and Hewitt's entrainment correlation was
determined from Hewitt's [13] annular flow model and experimental data. This model assumes that the turbulent
velocity profile in the film is identical to the single-phase
turbulent velocity profile in a tube. The data used to obtain
the correlation pertain to air-water and stream-water mixtures, and the correlation is valid under a hydrodynamic
equilibrium condition in which the local entrainment is
balanced by the local droplets deposition onto the liquid film.
The entrainment correlation of Ishii and Mishima [12] is
based on the low-pressure air-water data and for a
hydrodynamic equilibrium condition. This correlation is
expressed by
S=l
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I

(21)

where E is the fraction of the total liquid flow that is entrained, and We is the Weber number. Using equations (12),
(13) and the definition of capillary number, it follows that
We = Re?Bo 1/3 (l - Bo) 2/3

Bo1

PI

I

I

(^)

Ca
[l-acBo]2

whereas by utilizing the definitions of E, e,
and equation (12), it can be shown that
C181
27V? /3 [a c (l-Bo) + ( l - a c ) ]
For the entrainment correlation, three models will be
considered. The simplest model assumes no entrainment and
corresponds to ac = 1, the second model is due to Whalley and
Hewitt [11], and the third model is due to Ishii and Mishima
[12].
The entrainment correlation of Whalley and Hewitt [11] is
expressed in terms of the parameter CE as a function of the
independent parameter S, and when use is made of the
definitions of md = p,udAd,
uc=Acud/A
and ac=(Ac —
Ad)/Ac,
these parameters can be transformed into the
following form

O
A
D
S
A

Fig. 2 Relationship between the predicted and experimental values of
the liquid film thickness in upflow

(16)

in terms of the core Reynolds number Re c and film thickness
5, i.e.,
24
(17)
/ , =0.079 Re^ 0 - 25 ( l +
(l-Bo)1/3
Combining equations (2), (12), (13), (16), and (17), we obtain

CE

-

A

/3=30^

D

--T/4/

e
x

(22)
rhij-=irDniW+,

(23)
(l-£)

Re c
AW+

-E
Pi

and thus from equation (11), the core void fraction ac can be
determined.
The entrainment correlations expressed by equations (19)
and (20), or by (21), (22) and (23) are similar in the sense that
they both depend on the same parameters although this
dependence is functionally very different. It is important to
note that the entrainment correlation in [12] assumes that the
mechanism of entrainment is the shearing of roll waves by the
streaming gas velocity and that it is not produced from any
specific model of the liquid film.
Equations (1-4), (7), (11-13), (15) or (18), (19) and (20) or
(21), (22) and (23) yield a closed system of equations for the
conditions of no phase change and in hydrodynamic
equilibrium. The latter condition is assumed only in the
entrainment correlations. The independent parameters of the
model are buoyancy number Bo; viscosity ratio ng/ni\ twophase Grashof number N,\ capillary number Ca; molecular
Prandtl number Pr/; turbulent Prandtl number in the continuous layer region of the liquid film Pr /r ; and the effective
Prandtl number in the wavy layer region of the film, Pr eff .
3

Results and Discussion
The hydrodynamic and heat transfer model presented in the
previous section for the case without accounting in the model
for entrainment is compared with the experimental data by
Dobran [7]. This comparison is shown to be very reasonable
for vertical upflow, vertical downflow, and horizontal flow.
It is also shown that the two-layer liquid film model of turbulence gives lower rates of heat transfer than the single-layer
model with single-phase flow turbulent velocity profile.
Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between film thickness
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Fig. 3 Comparison between experimental and predicted heat transfer
coefficients using dP/dz from experiment
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Fig. 4 Comparison between experimental and predicted heat transfer
coefficients

and film Reynolds number as a function of the interfacial
parameter /3 for vertical upflow. Also shown in this figure are
the air-water data of Ueda and Nose [3] and the analytical
predictions using three different entrainment models
discussed in the previous section. At low (3 and film Reynolds
numbers, all entrainment models do not affect the film
thickness-Reynolds number distribution, and the accord with
data is very reasonable except close to the locus of zero value
of the wall shear stress (TW = 0) where the assumed turbulence
model in the film is not expected to apply. At high 0 and Re/,
however, the assumption that there is no entrainment in the
core is not very reasonable, and a better comparison between
the analysis and experiment is achieved when an account is
taken in the analysis for entrainment. Note that an increase in
the mean film thickness with an increase of the entrainment
for fixed values of /3 results from the decrease of the continuous liquid layer thickness as seen from equations (3), (4),
(7), and (12). As can be also seen in Fig. 2, the use of Ishii's
and Mishima's entrainment correlation in the present analysis
gives superior results than that due to Whalley and Hewitt.
The latter entrainment correlation is found very reasonable
when used in conjunction with the annual flow model of
Hewitt [13].
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the comparison between predicted
and experimental values of local heat transfer coefficients as a
function of quality for steam-water upflow close to the
hydrodynamic equilibrium condition for two different mass
fluxes. In Fig. 3, the analysis is based on the experimental
Journal of Heat Transfer

value of pressure gradient, and (3 was, therefore, computed
from equation (15), whereas in Fig. 4, /3 was computed from
equation (18). Both of these figures also illustrate the
predictions utilizing different entrainment correlations.
The accord between analysis and experiment in Fig. 3 is
superior to that of Fig. 4 only at a high value of mass flux,
and Whalley's and Hewitt's entrainment correlation gives
slightly better heat transfer results than that of Ishii and
Mishima. Lower qualities correspond to higher film Reynolds
numbers, and at higher qualities that correspond to Re, <
2000, the predicted heat transfer coefficients are
overestimated. A possible reason for this overprediction is
that the heat transfer analysis presented in section 2.2 neglects
the convective energy transport along the film and thus underestimates the liquid film thermal resistance. An annular
flow model in which no account is taken for entrainment leads
to lower heat transfer coefficients than the one with the entrainment. This is physically realistic, since the entrainment in
the analysis leads to thinner liquid films and, therefore, to
lower resistance of heat transfer.
Using the annular flow model of Hewitt [13] and the entrainment correlation of Whalley and Hewitt [11], Aounallah
et al. [14] carried out the analytical prediction of their experimental data, and their results are also illustrated in Fig. 3.
Their prediction of heat transfer coefficient is higher than in
the present analysis, and at higher Reynolds numbers (lower
qualities) it is somewhat better than the prediction of the
present model. At lower Reynolds numbers or higher
qualities, the present model compares more favorably with
the experimental data.
A better comparison of the present model with the experimental data of steam-water can be achieved by modifying
the values of the turbulent Prandtl number Pr;, in the continuous liquid layer region of the film and the value of effective Prandtl number Preff in the wavy layer region of the
film. In the results shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the former value is
set at 0.8 and the latter at 0.5, since these values were found to
be most reasonable in [7]. The value of Preff = 0.5 signifies
that the interfacial waves transfer their heat energy over a
distance which is larger than the thickness of the wavy layer.
The disparities between analytical predictions and experimental data in Figs. 3 and 4 reflect (i) the uncertainty of
the interfacial roughness correlation expressed by equation
(17), (//) the uncertainty of turbulence modeling in the film,
(Hi) the uncertainty of entrainment models, and (iv) the
neglect of convective energy transport in the film.
4 Conclusions
An analytic model was presented for modeling annulardispersed two-phase flows with heat transfer in a vertical
upflow. The analysis incorporated a two-layer liquid film
turbulence structure and was supplemented by using two
recent developments for the entrainment of liquid droplets in
the core. It is shown that the prediction of hydrodynamics and
heat transfer from the model depends on the model for entrainment, and that the best prediction is achieved with an
entrainment correlation that was not developed from any
specific model of the liquid film. The two-layer liquid film
turbulence structure also yielded the predicted heat transfer
coefficients that are in better agreement with the experiments
that those predicted by utilizing the single-layer model and
turbulent velocity profile of single-phase flow.
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Combined Free and Forced Convection on Vertical
Slender Cylinders
M.N. Bui1 andT. Cebeci2
Introduction
Flows over cylinders are usually considered to be two
dimensional as long as the body radius is large compared to
the boundary layer thickness. With the slender cylinders
considered in this paper, the boundary layer thickness may be
of the same order as the cylinder radius and the governing
conservation equations must be solved for axisymmetric
flows. In this case, the equations contain the transverse
curvature term, which strongly influences velocity and
temperature profiles, and the corresponding skin-friction and
wall heat transfer as the ratio of cylinder radius to boundary
layer thickness becomes smaller.
The magnitude of the transverse-curvature effect has been
investigated for isothermal, laminar flows by, for example,
Seban and Bond [1], Kelly [2], Stewartson [3] and Cebeci [4],
and the results show, for example, that the local skin friction
can be altered by an order of magnitude by a similar change in
the ratio of boundary layer thickness to cylinder radius. It is
evident, therefore, that the calculation of momentum and
heat transfer on slender cylinders should consider the transverse curvature effect, especially in applications such as wire
and fiber drawing, where accurate predictions are required
and thick boundary layers can exist on slender, nearcylindrical bodies.
The results of [1-3], and of related heat transfer investigations such as that of Sparrow and Gregg [5] made use
of similarity methods and power series to obtain these
solutions. Reference [4], in contrast, solved the boundary
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layer equations in their differential form by a finite difference
procedure that has been extensively tested and shown to be
accurate and precise. A version of this solution procedure has
been used to obtain the results presented in this paper and is
described in [6]. The equations that have been solved are
presented in the following section and represent conservation
of mass, momentum, and energy. The buoyancy term is
included in the momentum equations and the solutions
correspond to the laminar forced-convection flow upwards
along a vertical, slender cylinder with heat-flux boundary
conditions that correspond to wall heating and cooling. The
combination of free and forced convection, with the two
acting both together and in opposite directions, represents an
extension of free-convection solutions of Cebeci [4], which,
like the present results, quantify the influence of transverse
curvature in which the boundary forces aid and oppose the
development of the boundary layer.
Basic Equations
We consider a steady laminar incompressible flow over a
vertical cylinder of radius r0. The boundary layer equations
and their boundary conditions are well known and can be
written as
ri

rl

- (ru) + - (rv) =0
ox
oy

(1)

"ir+v1r=gMT-Te)
+- - ( r - )
dx
dy
r oy \ by/
dT
dT
v 1 b ( 8T\
dx
dy Pr r dy \ oy /
y = 0t u = v = 0, T=TW; y = 8, u = ue, T=Te

(2

(4)

Equations (1-4) can be put into a more convenient form for
solution by using the following transformation and dimensionless variables
firij = V
dy, z=x/r0, g= — —
(5)
vx r0
Tw-Te
together with a dimensionless stream function defined by
t = {uevxy/2rj(z,ri)
(6)
Introducing the above relations into equations (1-4), and with
primes denoting differentiation with respect to t\, we get
[(1 + AT,)/"]' + ! / / • = ± Risg + z(/' - ^ - / * J )
r(l+Ai>) , ] '

1, ,

(f,og

(7)

,df\

V = 0;f=f'=0,g=Ur,
= Ve;f' = l,g = 0
(9)
Here A defines the transverse curvature parameter and Ri, the
Richardson number,
A = 2(z/R)l/2,

Ri=~,

R=^-,

Gr=84(Tw-Te)rl

(10)

tr

Results and Discussion
Results have been obtained for Prandtl numbers of 0.1, 1.0,
and 10, for positive and negative heat transfer through the
wall (i.e., heating and cooling) and as a function of the
curvature parameter A defined in equation (10). A sample of
the results is presented in Figs. 1 to 3 and the reader is referred
to reference 6 for the complete set of results.
The velocity and temperature profiles of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)
correspond to wall heating and wall cooling, respectively, so
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